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Cover Story 
 

REPORT FINDS RAPID SUBURBAN GROWTH IN INDIA, 

POTENTIAL FOR SUSTAINABLE CITIES TO REDUCE 

POVERTY 
 

For decades, there has been a widely held view that India’s urbanization has been slower than the rest of the developing 

world. A report from the World Bank turns that theory on its head. Suburban growth is the signature of India’s 

urbanization. Rural areas adjacent to India’s major metropolitan cities are witnessing faster economic growth and 

generating higher employment than the mega-cities. A World Bank report ‘Urbanization beyond Municipal Boundaries’ 

examines the phenomenon of India’s rapid suburbanization, looking at its impact on efficiency, inclusion and 

sustainability. The government of India has included many of the recommendations in its urban plans. 

 

Much historical and contemporary global evidence shows that spatial transformations accompany countries’ structural 

transformations. Changes in people’s decisions on where to live, firms’ decisions on where to locate production, and the 

economic composition of locations—alongside their spatial expansions—are all part of these spatial transformations. 

These transformations are occurring rapidly in India. The 2011 census showed that 90 million people were added to 

India’s urban areas since the previous census in 2001. Industrial jobs are concentrating in the suburbs of metropolitan 

areas, with high-technology and export-oriented manufacturing jobs growing fastest in the periphery of the largest 

metropolises. These suburbs are delivering economies of agglomeration and specialization, leading the production of 

goods and services that India trades with the global economy. But the lack of a regional planning framework to 

integrate peri-urban areas with metropolitan areas is creating challenges for managing fast-expanding urban areas. 

 

The report leads to some very interesting findings that can be of significance to reducing poverty in India. Urbanization 

– and the economic growth behind it – has the potential to pull people out of poverty. Experience the world over has 

shown a crucial link between urbanization and economic growth. Therefore, urbanization is an important link for the 

future of India. The report, shows India’s urban areas growing much faster than expected, adding 90 million new 

residents in the last 10 years. By 2030, its cities are projected to be home to another 250 million people. It found most of 

the growth taking place beyond metropolitan areas. Although “suburbanization” is a worldwide phenomenon, 

it usually occurs in middle to advanced stages of development. In India, it’s happening much earlier 

than expected.   

 

With the right policies in place, the faster a country like India urbanizes, the faster it could reduce poverty and increase 

shared prosperity. Therefore, early urbanization can be a positive force as there is room to look at policies and 

improvements that fully capture the benefits of growing cities.  The areas with the greatest impact on urbanization are: 

land reform, infrastructure, and transportation. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://documents.worldbank.org/curated/en/2013/02/17406707/urbanization-beyond-municipal-boundaries-nurturing-metropolitan-economies-connecting-peri-urban-sreas-india
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Findings of the study: Metropolitan Suburbanization 

India’s stringent definitions of “urban”—not updated in 50 years—create a downward statistical bias and poses a real 

measurement challenge as the edges of large metropolitan areas have attracted many people and businesses over the 

past 20 years but most of them are officially classified rural. In fact, rapid growth of metropolitan edges—

suburbanization—is the most striking feature of India’s spatial transformation. Therefore, for the purpose of this study, 

the analysis was redone with an alternative definition, in which the unit of analysis is the effective “economic shadow” of 

metropolitan areas around their urban nucleus—that is, all towns and rural tehsils within a specified distance of the city 

center.  

 

Firms’ data in towns for the urban sector and tehsil data for the rural sector were extracted from the 2005 economic 

census. These town and tehsil locations (“centroids”) were then geo-referenced in a GIS data format, and the straight-

line (Euclidean) distance from each town or tehsil to the city center computed. The objective was to rework the 

specialization analysis using a definition of a metropolitan city as the area within a 50 km radius of the city center, a 

distance chosen as a default distance as it would be around the distance that can be travelled in two hours or less, 

approximating the extent of economic interactions within an urban area. Of course, this distance could be increased 

with better transport networks or lowered with worse congestion. Although illustrative only, this 50 km buffer reveals 

some interesting findings. 

 

The key finding is that population and economic activity are highly concentrated around the seven largest 

cities- Mumbai, Delhi, Bangalore, Kolkata, Chennai, Hyderabad, and Ahmedabad- and their 

neighbouring areas, more so than with the administrative definition. The 50 km economic shadow of these 

seven cities covers only 1.1 percent of the land area in India but holds 92 million people—in 2001, 9 percent of the total, a 

quarter of the urban population, and less than 3 percent of the rural population. The population density is 2,451 people 

per square kilometer, almost eight times as high as the national average. The share of the urban population in this land 

area is 78 percent, well above the national average of 28 percent.  

 

The first ring buffer up to 50 km of the center of these seven largest cities contains 18 percent of 

national employment (see figure below) 

 

As expected, agriculture, fishing, and mining are much less intense closer to the urban core, while as in 

other countries, business services are concentrated within a 50 km radius, with 29 percent of national employment. 

But even with this less stringent definition of urban areas, manufacturing as a whole does not show a 

noticeable concentration. However, this alternative definition reconfirms the finding that more sophisticated 

industries cluster around large cities. For example, the employment share within 50 km of the seven city centers 

increases from 17 to 36 percent as one moves up the technology ladder from low tech to high tech.  
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A significant presence of high-tech industries is observed even in administratively defined “rural” areas within the 50 

km economic shadow. Also striking is that 64 percent of national ICT services jobs fall within this shadow. Of the 

nation’s fast-growing export manufacturing jobs, 30 percent are also concentrated in this shadow. 

 

A rapid spatial restructuring lies behind the seemingly stable economic concentration in India’s largest metropolitan 

areas, according to spatially detailed data from the 1998 and 2005 economic censuses. The suburbs and peripheries are 

gaining industry, while metropolitan cores are deindustrializing (see figure below).  

 

The largest seven metropolitan cores (defined as areas within 10 km of the city center) are losing manufacturing 

employment: it fell by 16 percent between 1998 and 2005. Yet in the suburbs and immediate peripheries (a 50 km radius 

excluding the core), it rose by nearly 12 percent, a rate twice the national average. This readjustment between the cores 

and suburbs is most evident in high-tech and fast-growing export manufacturing industries: the cores saw a 60 percent 

drop in high-tech industries, while the suburbs saw a 60 percent rise in that segment. All suburban areas (between 

10 and 50 km from the urban core)—whether officially classified as rural or urban—are experiencing 

the same manufacturing boom. In fact, at 54 percent, the pace of manufacturing employment growth was fastest 

in rural areas adjacent to the largest metropolitan areas over 1998– 2005.  

 

While we observe overall stagnancy of the big seven metropolitan areas, there is clear evidence that 

high-tech and other emerging manufacturing industries are relocating to the immediate suburbs and 

peripheries of these very cities, not to locations farther away. Moreover, though metropolitan 

suburbanization is a worldwide phenomenon, it usually happens at middle to advanced stages of development. Thus 

India’s early suburbanization suggests that the overall stagnancy of metropolitan areas is partly due to firms being 

pushed out of the cores. 
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Policy Distortions Hindering Economic and Spatial Transformation 

The diagnostics of India’s urbanization highlights considerable stability in the spatial distribution of people and jobs. 

One would have expected rapid economic concentration in large metropolitan areas with good market access following 

India’s economic liberalization. This is what was seen after China’s economic liberalization in the 1980s and in dynamic 

emerging economies that rapidly urbanized and industrialized. But India’s metropolitan areas have not experienced 

discernible gains in economic activity. This stagnancy points toward certain overlapping scenarios. 

 

Restrictive rules on conversion of land for urban uses 

 

Indian cities have restrictive rules on conversion of land for urban uses, and the intensity at which land can be used by 

industry, commerce, and housing. For example, even though the international best practice in cities with limited land 

(as in Singapore and Hong Kong SAR, China) is to raise the permitted floor space index (FSI)—the ratio of the gross 

floor area of a building on a lot divided by the area of that lot—to accommodate growth, the Municipal Corporation of 

Greater Mumbai went the other way, lowering the permitted FSI to 1.33 in 1991 (World Bank 2008). In India’s 

otherwise liberalized policy environment, stringent regulations on development densities are pushing businesses and 

people out of urban cores. Because economic transformation is changing land use demands, cities need to reorient their 

built environment. However, highly restrictive urban planning controls—FSI regulations, height, lot size, setback, and 

zoning controls—may impose limits on development. These constraints on land use are also making housing expensive, 

pricing out poor and middle-class households from urban centers.  

 

Challenges for Commuters and Freight 

 

The journey to the suburbs is costly for firms and workers. Transport costs for freight are among the highest nationally 

between the metropolitan core and its periphery. A good transport system allows people to make efficient tradeoffs 

between the housing type and amenities they consume and the distance they travel to work.  

 

The main challenges Indian cities face in urban transport includes slow and expensive commuting and high 

freight costs. Journey speeds in India’s largest cities are typically more than 30 percent slower than in its smaller 

cities.  Public transport systems in Indian cities also witness low ridership and often high costs.  Public transport in 
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Indian cities is the least affordable among cities in a cross-country sample using a public transport affordability index, 

adjusted for per capita income (see figure above). Mumbai, for instance, is more than twice London and five times New 

York. Public transport in Hong Kong SAR, China, is the most affordable in the sample.  

 

Indian industry spends 13 percent of GDP on logistics/ freight, whereas the figures for Germany and the United States 

are 8 and 9.5 percent, respectively (McKinsey Global Institute 2010). Much of this is attributed to excessive (57 percent) 

freight sent by road—especially relative to China—and too little by rail (36 percent) and water (6 percent), even though 

India is surrounded by ocean. 

Spatial Disparities in Access to Basic Services 

Good access and quality of basic services are important for the performance of firms and living standards of 

households. Access to basic services is best in the largest cities; it steadily worsens with declining city size, falling to the 

worst levels in rural areas. Access to sewerage and drainage facilities worsens as city size decreases, with rural areas 

suffering from the lowest access levels. 

 

Access to drinking water is a bigger problem in smaller cities. Large cities have better water systems, with almost 60 

percent of the population having access to piped water on the premises. Small and medium cities provide safe water at 

home to less than 50 percent of the population. Service provision in large urban agglomerations also varies widely.  

 

While 93 percent of households have access to drainage at the core, the disadvantaged fraction falls very rapidly with 

distance. Even for regions just 5 km from the core, the share of households with drainage drops to about 70 percent. The 

disparities between core and periphery are most acute for megacities. For cities between 100,000 and 1 million people, 

even core access to services is limited, as about 25 percent of the population does not have access to drainage. The 

benefits of urbanization are not therefore spilling beyond the core. 
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This problem can be attributed to fragmented institutional responsibilities between State and Central Government. The 

central government is responsible for regulating and developing interstate rivers and river basins (when such 

regulation is in the public interest) and for coordinating activities in urban water supply and sewerage. The Ministry of 

Water Resources has some responsibility for regulating groundwater, but no agency is the economic regulator for 

urban water supply and sewerage. Apart from the above central functions, all urban water supply and sewerage 

matters are within the functions of state governments, which lay down policies for allocating water for different 

purposes and establish institutional systems for managing water. And such institutional arrangements vary from state 

to state.  

Lack of coordination—among administrations and jurisdictions—increases inefficiencies. Coordination among various 

levels and functions of government is needed to unlock gains from urbanization.  Coordination is especially important 

for services that cross regional boundaries such as water, sewage, transport, and land use planning. Effective systems 

of urban governance for metropolitan areas are also needed to ensure efficient service delivery 
 

The study shows that the issue is not the willingness to pay or the affordability of services, but the efficiency and 

sustainability of services. Simply increasing access and creating infrastructure without addressing the management of 

the service may not lead to sustainable services. Investments in urban water and sanitation need to be accompanied by 

governance actions to enhance autonomy and accountability of service providers, improve incentives, and support 

professionalization. 
 

Based on the above challenges, the report makes the following recommendations: 

 Enhance productivity: Invest in the institutional and information foundations necessary for land and housing 

markets to function efficiently, while creating more flexibility for land use in urban areas. 

 Improve livability: Increase regulatory transparency to help expand and improve infrastructure services, so 

providers can recover costs yet still reach poorer neighborhoods and periphery areas.  

 Improve mobility: Invest in connecting metropolitan cores with their peripheries; these areas will attract the bulk of 

people and businesses over the medium term.  Improving connectivity not only facilitates the movement of goods, 

but eases mobility for people. 

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/13105/757340PUB0EPI0001300pubdate02021013.pdf?sequence=1 

Date Accessed: 18.11.2013 

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/bitstream/handle/10986/13105/757340PUB0EPI0001300pubdate02021013.pdf?sequence=1
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PM: Probe agencies 

should not sit in 

judgment over 

policy          
(Devesh K Pandey, The Hindu, 

November 12, 2013) 

  

Prime Minister Manmohan Singh 

reacting to the increasing probes of 

investigation agencies on 

administrative decisions and policy 

matters said that while “actions that 

prima facie show mala fide intent or 

pecuniary gain should certainly be 

questioned, pronouncing decisions 

taken with no ill-intention within the 

prevailing policy as criminal 

misconduct would certainly be flawed 

and excessive.” 

  

Speaking at the opening of Central 

Bureau of Investigation (CBI’s) three-

day international conference on 

‘Evolving Common Strategies to 

Combat Corruption and Crime’ he 

noted that policy matters and 

administrative decisions require great 

care in investigations. He advocated 

lines of confidence between 

investigation agencies and honest 

executive functionaries to ensure that 

public servants are not paralysed in 

taking effective decisions based on 

their own sound judgment and on the 

apprehension of an ill-informed 

inquiry or investigation. 

  

Noting that protection of the honest is 

a Constitutional facet (Article 14), he 

said that in respect to this only the 

Prevention of Corruption Act 

(Amendment) Bill, 2013, was 

introduced in Parliament to amend a 

provision that presently criminalises 

any action of a public servant that 

secures a pecuniary advantage, even in 

the absence of a “guilty mind.” 

  

The author notes that these statements 

came “days after the Prime Minister’s 

Office (PMO’s) issued a release 

defending Dr. Singh’s approval of the 

Coal Ministry’s decision to overturn a 

screening committee’s 

recommendation and accommodate 

Kumar Mangalam Birla’s company 

Hindalco, granting it an additional 

coal block. The allocation is now 

under the CBI’s scanner.” 

  

http://www.thehindu.com/news/cities/

Delhi/though-a-million-strong-they-

matter-little/article5299556.ece 

Date Accessed: 12.11.2013 

(Ashwin Varghese) 

 

Tripura Govt 

announces pension 

for women deserted 

by husband 
(The Shillong Times, November 14, 

2013) 

 

The state government of Tripura has 

announced a new social security 

pension scheme for women deserted 

by their husbands. The chief Minister 

of state, Manik Sarkar informed that 

“The new scheme has provisions of Rs 

500 as monthly pension for deserted 

women from Above Poverty Line 

(APL) category. Earlier the scheme 

was prevalent for deserted women 

living Below Poverty Line (BPL) 

category only.” 

 

“The state government has also 

decided to raise all social security 

scheme awards in the state from Rs 

400 to Rs 500 and altogether 3,877 

deserted women in the state would be 

benefited.” “The initiative would incur 

an additional annual financial 

involvement of Rs 26.70 crore.” “The 

state government has been awarding 

social security pension to deserted 

women from BPL category among 21 

social security schemes operational in 

the state. These include three 

Centrally Sponsored Schemes (CCS) 

and 18 solely state sponsored 

schemes.” 

 

The government of Tripura has 

initiated a number of schemes for 

rehabilitation of the shifting 

cultivators and also planning to 

provide pensions to the shifting 

cultivators once the real number of 

cultivators in the state is finalised. 

 

http://www.theshillongtimes.com/201

3/11/14/tripura-govt-announces-

pension-for-women-deserted-by-

husband/ 

Date Accessed 14.11.2013 

(Junty Sharma Pathak) 
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RBI allows third-

party payment for 

export & import 
(Exim News Service, November 10, 

2013) 
 

The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has 

permitted third-party (an entity other 

than the buyer or the seller) payment 

for export and import transactions in 

order to liberalise the procedures 

considering the evolving international 

trade practices. 

 

The permit to make payments to a 

third-party for import of goods is 

subject to certain conditions. The RBI 

has put a cap of $10,000 in case of 

imports, but there is no limit for 

exports. 

 

According to the Apex Bank, third-

party transactions should take place 

through the banking channel and with 

a Financial Action Task Force 

(FATF)-compliant country. 

 

"Normally, payment for exports has to 

be received from the overseas buyer 

named in the Export Declaration Form 

(EDF) by the exporter, and the 

payment shall be received in a 

currency appropriate to the place of 

final destination as mentioned in the 

EDF, irrespective of the country of 

residence of the buyer," the RBI said. 

In addition to it, it also said that 

import should be made to the original 

overseas seller of the goods. 

 

http://www.eximin.net/NewsDetails.as

px?name=73913 

Date Accessed : 12.11.2013 

(Shruti Issar) 

 

PM's council wants 

govt to cut stake in 

banks to 51 per cent 
(Surajeet Das Gupta, Business 

Standard, November 11, 2013) 
 

The Prime Minister's Economic 

Advisory Council (PMEAC) has 

recommended phased dilution of 

government stake in Public Sector 

Banks (PSBs), from 58 per cent to 51 

per cent, and introduction of on-tap 

licensing of new banks. 

 

Implications of stake reduction: 

 

● This will help raise the 

additional capital required to 

implement the Basel III 

norms, meant to strengthen 

the banking system the 

government will be able to 

raise more than Rs 55,000 

crore and, 

● Reduce the fiscal impact of 

Basel III as the PSBs share in 

incremental credit creation 

can be brought down from 

the current 70 per cent 

 

The council has also recommended 

that measures be taken for quicker 

resolution of Non-Performing Assets 

(NPAs). As the Companies Bill, 2013 

has been enacted, there should not be 

any delay in setting up of the National 

Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) and a 

time-bound mechanism for dealing 

with NPAs. 

 

In its recommendation, the council has 

also suggested that urgent steps be 

taken to improve the efficiency and 

profitability of PSBs to make their 

shares attractive to the market. 

 

http://www.business-

standard.com/article/economy-

policy/pm-s-council-wants-govt-to-

cut-stake-in-banks-to-51-

113111100026_1.html 

Date Accessed: 11.11.2013 

(Divashri Mathur) 

 

Finance ministry 

keen on Indian Oil 

disinvestment in 

November 
(Times of India, November 10, 2013) 

  

The Ministry of Finance (MoF) wants 

to sell 10 per cent of the government's 

stake in Indian Oil Corporation (IOC) 

by end of the month in a bid to 

achieve its Rs 40,000 crore 

disinvestment target. A senior MoF 

official told PTI, "We want to push the 

IOC stake sale first, within November 

itself. This will pave the way for 

disinvestment of other oil sector PSUs 

like Engineers India." 

 

Last month, the Department of 

Disinvestment put off overseas road 

shows for the IOC stake sale following 

opposition from the company and the 

Ministry of Petroleum and Natural 

Gas (MOP&NG), which cited poor 

market conditions. The government 

held a 78.92 per cent stake in the 

country's largest oil refiner as of 

September 30. Citibank, HSBC and 

UBS Securities are among the five 

merchant banksselected to manage the 

IOC share sale. 

  

At the current price, the sale of 19.16 

crore IOC shares, equivalent to 10 per 

cent of the government's holding in 

the company, would fetch more than 

Rs 4,000 crore, which is 10 per cent of 

this financial year's disinvestment 

target. 

 

IOC chairman RS Butola had written 

to the oil ministry in September, 

saying, "Current share price of IOC, 

already undervalued, may not fetch the 

fair value in the prevailing uncertain 

environment and investors in all 

probability are likely to factor in huge 

discount in their assessment of share 

price." 

  

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/bus

iness/india-business/Finance-ministry-

keen-on-Indian-Oil-disinvestment-in-

November/articleshow/25566329.cms 

Date Accessed: 11.11.2013 

(Jeet Singh) 

 

India records 

1,75,000 

innovations at grass 

root level 
(Business Standard, November 13, 

2013) 
 

India has recorded 1,75,000 

innovations at the grass root level in 

the last two years through its National 

Innovation Foundation 

(NIF).Speaking at the Global 

Innovation and Technology Alliance 
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(GITA) Platform in Delhi, T 

Ramasami, Secretary, Department of 

Science and Technology (DST) said, 

India has captured a grass root 

innovation system through formal 

structures. The DST has established a 

NIF . He said the government is also 

looking to address innovations at five 

different levels- grass root, individual, 

institutional, industrial and 

investment. 

 

Noting that innovation is an 

"individual centric process", he said 

the government should not "drive", but 

"foster innovation". In the entire 

process of innovations, Ramasami 

noted, funding is crucial and ways for 

funding innovation at different levels 

should be figured out. He also stressed 

on the need to have better platforms 

for display of innovations. 

 

http://www.business-

standard.com/article/technology/india-

records-1-75-000-innovations-at-

grassroot-level-113111300599_1.html  

Date Accessed: 13.11.2013  

(Karishma Mutreja) 
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SECTION 2: GOVERNANCE AND DEVELOPMENT 

 
POLITICS AND 

GOVERNANCE  
 

New website to 

engage politicians 

and common man 

in a two way 

communication 
(Priyanka Sahay, DNA, November 

13, 2013)  

 

Vikram Nalagampalli, Columbia 

varsity alumnus has set up social 

networking site to connect voters with 

their political leaders as well as 

contesting candidates which will allow 

the electorates to question their leaders 

on live chat round the clock. 

 

The primary function of the website is 

to engage and influence the youth to 

pick the right leaders. 

In the first-of-its-kind attempt, the 

website gives voters a chance to not 

only post their complaints and 

suggestions but also campaign for 

their favourite party. The website has 

three-minute video of the political 

leaders to give a reason as to why 

youth should vote for them. The site 

has close to 40,000 profiles right now 

of people who have either contested 

elections in the past or are contesting 

now. Though Nalagampalli did not 

give the exact number of candidates 

who have sent their videos but Aam 

Admi Party has been very active 

around the concept. AAP leader 

Arvind Kejriwal is among the leaders 

who have sent them their videos. The 

website will be engaging people in a 

two way communication. This is 

something that has been missing in 

the Indian politics.  
 

A report of Google says social media 

can have an impact on around 30% 

seats in the 2014 Lok Sabha elections. 

According to the Internet and Mobile 

Association of India (IAMAI) IAMAI   

social media is likely to influence 160 

of 543 parliamentary constituencies. It 

claims that four out of every 10 urban 

voters in India are online. 

Voterite has conducted internet 

study with social networking 

experts and has concluded that 

online forum for informed voting 

can swing between 5,000 to 10,000 

undecided voters, across 220 urban 

and semi-urban parliamentary 

constituencies across the country for 

the Lok Sabha elections. 

 

http://www.dnaindia.com/mumbai/rep

ort-your-netas-are-online-chat-with-

them-1918253 

Date Accessed: 14.10.2013 

(Neha Singh) 

 

SC keeps ban on 

Goa Iron Ore 

Mining 
(First post, November 12, 2013) 

 

The Supreme Court of India has 

maintained a 14-month ban on iron 

ore mining in top iron producing state 

Goa but allowed the sale of more than 

11 million tonnes of material that sat 

in stockpiles.  

 

Restrictions aimed at clamping down 

on illegal mining have slashed output 

and shipments from India, previously 

the world’s third-largest exporter with 

over $7 billion a year of iron ore 

supplied mostly to China’s 

steelmakers. The world’s top miners, 

Vale, Rio Tinto and BHP Billiton, 

have stepped into the vacuum left by 

India to boost sales to China, Japan 

and South Korea. The court ruled that 

11.46 million tonnes of inventory held 

by miners in Goa could be auctioned. 

The ore is likely to be exported as it is 

low-grade material unsuitable for most 

Indian steel mills.  

 

The court also set up a panel to 

determine an output limit for Goa. The 

panel is expected to submit an interim 

report to study the cap on production 

based on carrying capacity of roads by 

February 15, 2014. While analysts 

expect a gradual recovery in Indian 

exports over the next two years, the 

pace is likely to be modest and leave it 

far from the record high of more than 

117 million tonnes set in the fiscal 

year through March 2010 partly 

because of the restrictions on 

production. 

 

http://www.firstpost.com/economy/sc-

keeps-ban-on-goa-iron-ore-mining-

allows-inventory-sales-

1224689.html?utm_source=ref_article 

Date Accessed: 14.10.2013 

(Neha Singh) 

 

Delhi’s Anganwadis 

are overcrowded 

and inadequate 
(The Hindu, November 10, 2013) 

 

As per the data released by the Delhi 

Women & Child Development 

Department, Delhi aganwadi has one 

facility available for 84 children as 

against the norm of one for every 

40. Delhi is unable to provide 

adequate number of anganwadi 

centres for its children, which has lead 

to difficulty in maintain nutritional 

and educational standards for up to 

six-year-olds who are totally 

dependent on this facility.  

 

These centres, run under the Union 

Women & Child Development 

Ministry’s flagship Integrated Child 

Development Scheme, take care of the 

children’s nutritional requirement and 

early educational needs. Child rights 

activist Arvind Singh  says that 

information accessed by us states that 

anganwadi facilities don’t reach a 

large number of children. 

Malnourishment is one of the major 

problems in Delhi and a   good 

anganwadi facility will ensure that 

children stay healthy and educated. A 

robust facility can help these children 

get access to all-round development.  

 

Data released by the Women & Child 

Development Department states that 

the number of anganwadi centres has 

not seen a substantial increase. “In 

April 2012, Delhi had 10,607 

functional centres, while by June 2013 

this increased to 10,897. This isn’t 

enough to cater to the children in the 

Capital. Even where anganwadi 

centres exist, some of them are in 

dismal conditions. 

http://www.dnaindia.com/mumbai/report-your-netas-are-online-chat-with-them-1918253
http://www.dnaindia.com/mumbai/report-your-netas-are-online-chat-with-them-1918253
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 http://www.thehindu.com/todays-

paper/tp-national/tp-newdelhi/delhis-

anganwadis-overcrowded-

inadequate/article5334588.ece 

Date Accessed: 14.11.2013 

(Neha Singh) 
 

Govt plans report 

card on economy to 

silence critics 
(Gaurav Chaudhary, Hindustan 

Times, November 11, 2013) 
  
The UPA government to reaffirm its 

economic performance is preparing a 

white paper on economic reforms 

which will list out all the key reform 

initiatives, which is aimed at blunting 

criticism that not much has been done 

on the reforms front. 

  

The article notes that, last week, 

global ratings agency Standard & 

Poor’s (S&P) maintained a ‘negative’ 

outlook on the Indian economy and 

cautioned that it could downgrade the 

country’s sovereign ratings if the next 

government does not appear capable 

of reversing the low economic growth. 

  

Further, S&P’s commentary came 

days after investment banking giant 

Goldman Sachs (GS) projected a 

bullish run in India’s stock markets 

aided by budding recovery signs such 

as better corporate profitability and 

also a probable return of a BJP-led 

National Democratic Alliance (NDA) 

in the 2014 elections. 

  

http://www.hindustantimes.com/busin

ess-news/govt-plans-report-card-on-

economy-to-silence-critics/article1-

1150028.aspx 

Date Accessed: 12.11.2013 

(Ashwin Varghese) 

Delhi HC orders 

CIC to decide RTI 

complaints on merit  
(The Indian Express, November 10, 

2013) 

  

Hearing a complaint filed by an 

activist, Delhi High Court held that the 

Central Information Commission 

(CIC) cannot leave the disposal of 

complaint filed by an Right to 

Information (RTI) applicant on the 

public authority as it is obligatory for 

the panel to decide on merit of the 

plea. The judge said that it was 

obligatory for the CIC to decide a 

complaint on its merit instead of 

simply directing the Central Public 

Information Officer (CPIO) to provide 

information which the complainant 

had sought. 

  

RTI activist R K Jain said in section 

18 of RTI Act, CIC can initiate 

penalty proceedings, carry on inquiry 

but cannot order disclosure of 

information, according to Supreme 

Court directives which said disclosure 

of information can only be ordered 

through second appeal route under 

section 19. He alleged that some 

information commissioners in the CIC 

were deciding complaints under 

section 18 of the RTI in a summary 

fashion and sending it back to CPIOs 

concerned, directing them to disclose 

information. 

  

Hearing the matter, Justice Jain said, 

"Section 18 of the Act, to the extent it 

is relevant, provides that it shall be the 

duty of the Commission to receive and 

enquire into a complaint from any 

person who has been refused access to 

any information requested under the 

Act or who has not been given a 

response to a Request for Information 

or access to information within the 

time limits specified under the Act." 

  

"It is, therefore, obligatory for the 

Commission to decide such a 

complaint on merit instead of simply 

directing the CPIO to provide 

information which the complainant 

had sought," Justice Jain held. 
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 http://www.indianexpress.com/news/d

elhi-high-court-orders-cic-to-decide-

rti-complaints-on-merit/1193194/ 

Date Accessed: 11.11.2013 

(Jeet Singh) 

 

Policy lethargy 

must end to hold 

drug prices down 
(ET Bureau, The Economic Times, 

November 9, 2013) 

 

Taking a lesson from China, India 

should negotiate prices for patented 

drugs so that expensive drugs or 

medicines for chronic ailments are 

available to everyone. Unlike Japan 

pharmaceutical company Eisai which 

has introduced a differential pricing 

system wherein drugs to treat breast 

cancer at different levels for 

consumers at different income levels, 

China has adopted direct price 

controls or competitive tendering on 

patented drugs to enhance access and 

provide them at affordable prices to 

consumers. 

 

“Other pharma biggies have also 

linked prices of cancer drugs to 

income levels of consumers to gain 

market share. It is also meant to 

prevent India from resorting to 

compulsory licensing that would allow 

a generics-maker to produce less 

expensive copies of the same drug.” 

 

It is important to note that patented 

drugs, rather than generic drugs from 

producers who need to compete with 

other producers, raise the challenge of 

affordability. India has a product 

patent regime, but no policy to control 

patented drug prices. Policy lethargy 

leading to such asymmetry must end 

to hold drug prices down.  

 

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/

opinion/editorial/policy-lethargy-

must-end-to-hold-drug-prices-

down/articleshow/25468736.cms 

Date Accessed: 13.11.2013 

(Simi Sunny) 

 

Urgent need to 

strengthen police 

force in Meghalaya:  

CM 
( The Shillong Times, November 14, 

2013) 

 

“Hit by the acute shortage of 

manpower while handling the dual 

task of maintaining law and order and 

engaging in counter insurgency 

operations, the State Government of 

Meghalaya has decided to raise a 

Special Multi-Task Force (SMTF) that 

would be equipped to deal with all law 

and order situations.” 

 

Reviewing the law and order situation 

in the State, Chief Minister Dr Mukul 

Sangma said “that the police 

department has been asked to work 

out a proposal for raising the force on 

a fast-track mode, while admitting that 

“there was an urgent need to 

strengthen the police force in the State 

considering that additional forces 

sanctioned by the Ministry of Home 

Affairs (MHA) are often withdrawn 

from the State whenever problems 

arise in other parts of the country.” 

 

Dr Sangma also added that “There is a 

need for the State Government and the 

Central Government to work together 

since it is not possible for us to depend 

on Central Paramilitary Forces (CPF) 

all the time, while laying stress on 

investment in internal security and 

strengthening of the internal security 

apparatus. 

 

http://www.theshillongtimes.com/201

3/11/14/there-is-a-need-to-strengthen-

police-force-to-tackle-militancy-

mukul/ 

Date Accessed 14.11.2013 

(Junty Sharma Pathak) 

 

DEVELOPMENT 

Top states on HDI 

take the lead on 

aadhar enrolment 

(Girija Shivakumar, The Hindu, 

November 10, 2013) 

 

Recent data on Unique Identification 

Authority of India (UIDAI) enrolment 

(till October 2013) reveals that eight 

states have achieved a saturation rate 

of over 75 per cent. Five of the states 

— Kerala, Delhi, Goa, Himachal 

Pradesh and Punjab — are among the 

top states on the Human Development 

Index (HDI). “Aadhaar enrolment is 

an indicator of well-governed states. 

These states take the lead irrespective 

of politics or political parties.” The 

leading states include UPA-ruled 

States — Delhi, Andhra Pradesh and 

Sikkim — the BJP-ruled State of Goa, 

and the Left-governed Tripura. 

 

“All southern states are in the medium 

to high level of saturation. Tamil Nadu 

stands at 45 per cent, Karnataka at 53 

per cent, and Kerala and Andhra 

Pradesh at 87 per cent. Andhra 

Pradesh took the lead and was one of 

the first few states to realise the 

potential of UID number. Besides, big 

and small states have made huge 

progress. It is in the interest of state 

governments and their understanding 

of how aadhaar can be leveraged.” 

Gujarat has recorded a 29 per cent 

saturation rate, similar to West 

Bengal, which stands at 28 per cent. 

Interestingly, population has not posed 

an impediment with Sikkim, a State 

with a population of around 6,00,000 

and Andhra Pradesh that has a 

population of 84 million. Further, 

most states that have recorded high 

levels of saturation include high per 

capita income states, including Delhi, 

Goa and Sikkim. 

 

Eight States which record a saturation 

rate of less than 10 per cent include 

Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Arunachal 

Pradesh, Chhattisgarh and Jammu and 

Kashmir. All these states have per 

capita income (per capita State 

domestic product) lower than the 

national average of Rs. 68,757 in 

2012-13. Additionally, according to 

the Human Development Report 

(HDR) 2011, Bihar, U.P., 

Chhattisgarh ranked lowest on the 

HDI. 
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SECTION 2: GOVERNANCE AND DEVELOPMENT 

 http://www.thehindu.com/news/nation

al/top-states-on-hdi-take-the-lead-on-

aadhar-enrolment/article5333465.ece 

Date Accessed: 12.11.2013 

(Anjana John)  

 

Mizoram creates 

history by issuing 

100 per cent 

Election Photo 

Identity Cards 
(Linda Chhakchhuak, Assam 

Tribune, November 6, 2013) 

 

Mizoram has created history by being 

the only State in the country to have 

completed the process of issuing 

Election Photo Identity Cards (EPIC) 

to 100 per cent voters. 

 

In a poll-preparedness review press 

conference, the Election Commission 

of India (ECI) called on the people of 

the state to create more history by 

“making this an unprecedented 

election in participation” and stated 

that this will go a long way in 

ensuring free, fair and peaceful 

elections. Mizoram would also be 

pioneering the use of Voters 

Verifiable Paper Audit Trail (VVPAT) 

in Electronic Voting Machines (EVM) 

in the general elections. 

 

Another first in election history is that 

the ECI opened its doors to civil 

society organisations in its poll 

preparedness review meetings. 

 

http://www.assamtribune.com/scripts/

detailsnew.asp?id=nov0713/oth06 

Date Accessed: 12.11.2013 

(Deepti Somani) 

 

‘Palli Sabhas’ of 

tribal communities 

hold the key to 

development 
(Sonum Gayatri Malhotra, 

Hindustan Times, November 7, 

2013) 

 

In 2009 the Supreme Court passed a 

judgement that empowered ‘palli 

sabhas’ must decide on the question of 

bauxite mining and enabled the 

Panchayat (Extension to Scheduled 

Areas) Act (PESA) for the first time in 

Orissa. This was in response to the 

leasing away of large areas of land for 

the Niyamgari bauxite mining project 

which, according to Forest Advisory 

Committee (FAC) report, violated the 

Forests Rights Act (FRA) and also the 

PESA. Subsequently, 12 palli sabhas 

of the tribal communities of Rayagada 

and Kalahandi in Odisha rejected the 

mining project.  

 

But despite the judgement according 

to a Planning Commission Report, 

many states like Jharkhand, 

Chhattisgarh, Gujarat and Andhra 

Pradesh did not conform to the 

adoption of self-governing institutions 

while the Orissa Panchayat Act was 

passed with biases. According to the 

Central Act, gram sabhas need to be 

consulted regarding land acquisition, 

management of minor water bodies 

and licence for mining lease. The 

Orissa Panchayat Act vests these 

powers in the zilla parishad and not 

the gram sabhas. 

 

It is time that the palli sabhas are 

given the authority to decide on the 

issues like land, water and minor 

resources, development projects and 

minor forests produce, as envisioned 

in the PESA Act. 

 

http://www.hindustantimes.com/com

ment/columnsothers/palli-sabhas-of-

tribal-communities-hold-the-key-to-

development/article1-1148413.aspx 

Date Accessed: 13.11.2013 

(Simi Sunny) 

   

India poised to 

become the largest 

provider of global 

talent: Ficci-EY 

Report  
(Sreeradha Basu, The Economic 

Times, November 13, 2013) 

 

A “Federation of Indian Chambers of 

Commerce and Industry-Ernst and 

Young (Ficci-EY) report on Higher 

Education in India: Vision 2030” 

reveals that “one in four graduates in 

the world are a product of the Indian 

system.” The report also forecasts 

that by 2030, India’s strong 

education system will enable a 

significantly improved educational 

status in the country along with 

“improved social indicators like 

health and sanitation, life 

expectancy, and law and order.” 

India would need coordinated 

approach involving the “academia, 

industry and government” to achieve 

the projected success. 

 

The report spells out a bright future 

for education levels in the country. It 

says that by 2030, India’s education 

system will “augment its Gross 

Enrollment Ratio (GER) to 50 per 

cent, with a student enrollment of 

more than 70 million across the higher 

education system; reduce disparity in 

GER to five percentage points across 

states,” leading a better evolved 

society. With an annual investment of 

US$140 billion in Research and 

Development (R&D) and 20 

Universities among 200 world’s best 

Universities, India will emerge among 

top five countries in the world in terms 

of research output. 

 

The following are the interventions 

mentioned in the report to achieve the 

projected success: 

 

 Adopting a learner-centred 

paradigm of education and new 

pedagogical techniques; 

 Easing faculty recruitment norms 

and implementing tenure-based 

and rewards-based systems to 

retain quality faculty; 

 Attracting and incentivising best-

in-class faculty to conduct 

research; 

 Strengthening industry academia 

linkages and incentivising high-

quality private and foreign 

participation in higher education. 

 

According to Ficci secretary general A 

Didar Singh, the next 20-30 years 

require a coordinated and focused 
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 approach- with vision, planning and 

implementation of education 

policies linked with economic 

development. The article also 

mentions that to realise the goals, 

“adopting a transformative and 

innovative approach is critical across 

all the levels of higher education: from 

curricula and pedagogy to the use of 

technology to partnerships, 

governance and funding.” 

 

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/

news/news-by-

industry/services/education/india-

poised-to-become-the-largest-

provider-of-global-talent-ficci-ey-

report/articleshow/25708604.cms 

Date Accessed: 12.11.2013 

(Mahima Malik) 

 

GOVERNMENT 
 

Govt tells states to 

lower levy rice 

quota for PDS 
(Sanjeeb Mukherjee, Business 

Standard, November 12, 2013) 
 

The Centre has directed states to 

reduce quota for levy rice, sold for 

Public Distribution System (PDS), 

from the existing 30-75 per cent to 25 

per cent of the total produce of millers 

in the current procurement season. In 

the levy rice  policy, millers are 

allowed to sell a certain percentage 

(25–70 per cent in major rice 

producing states) of rice procured by 

them in the open market, while the 

remaining (called levy rice) is 

collected by government agencies at a 

Minimum Support Price (MSP). 

 

 

 

The government gets the rice for the 

central pool to be distributed through 

PDS by two ways: Custom-milled and 

levy rice. The Centre has decided to 

accept rice with 12 per cent broken 

content from millers under Custom 

Milled Rice (CMR), against the norm 

of four per cent. 

 

In 2012-13, rice procurement season 

that ended in September, 23.5 per cent 

was levy rice, while the rest was 

procured through custom milling. 

However, in 2013-14 procurement 

season, not a single grain of levy rice 

has been received so far. 

 

Last year, of the eight million tonnes 

of levy rice received in the central 

pool, around 5.5 million tonnes was 

from Andhra Pradesh alone, while 

Uttar Pradesh contributed 1.09 million 

tonnes, Karnataka 58,732 tonnes, and 

Haryana’s contribution was 27,223 

tonnes. 

 

 As per the officials, it would mean a 

good option for farmers as they would 

be free to sell their produce to anyone 

who pays higher price. In states like 

Bihar and UP, where the open market 

procurement price of rice is much 

below the Centre-fixed MSP, the 

proposal could impact the interest of 

growers. 

 

http://www.business-

standard.com/article/economy-

policy/govt-tells-states-to-lower-levy-

rice-quota-for-pds-

113111100887_1.html 

Date Accessed : 12.11.2013 

(Shruti Issar) 

 

Karnataka to clear 

35L BPL card pleas 

in a month 
(The New Indian Express, November 

12, 2013) 

 

The distribution of new Below 

Poverty Line (BPL) ration cards 

would begin soon in Karnataka. In all, 

over 35 lakh applications for new BPL 

cards are pending. Of this, 3.95 lakh 

are from Bangalore alone. The state 

will complete the processing of 

applications within a month and start 

issuing cards. 

 

“On the huge number of applications, 

many Above Poverty Line (APL) 

families have also applied for the BPL 

cards.” However, the data will be 

verified before issuing the cards. The 

background inspection of the 

applicants will be intensified by using 

the services of “Bruhat Bangalore 

Mahanagara Palike (BBMP)” and 

officials of Rural Development and 

Panchayat Raj (RDPR) and Revenue 

Departments. 

 

There are about 1.35 crore families in 

the state, of which APL cardholders 

constitute over 30 lakh. The process of 

weeding out bogus BPL cards would 

be intensified after completing the 

processing of new applications. The 

Food and Civil Supplies minister ruled 

out the possibility of issuing rice at 

subsidised price for APL families in 

near future. 

 

http://newindianexpress.com/states/kar

nataka/Karnataka-to-clear-35L-BPL-

card-pleas-in-a-

month/2013/11/12/article1885872.ece 

Date Accessed: 12.11.2013 

(Anjana John) 
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EDUCATION 

 

HRD Ministry 

suggests Rs.8,400 

crores education 

package for 

Seemandhra 
(Prashant K Nanda, Live Mint, 

November 12, 2013) 

 

The Human Resource Development 

(HRD) Ministry has suggested a “Rs. 

8,400-crore package for 

Seemandhra” to manage the issue of 

higher education post the formation 

of Telangana. The division of Andhra 

Pradesh would lead to the state’s 

prestigious education institution with 

Telangana, leading to an institution 

deficit in remaining two regions- 

Ralayaseema and coastal Andhra, 

commonly known as Seemandhra. 

 

The bifurcation of the state will lead to 

three Central Universities going to the 

Telangana— University of 

Hyderabad, The English and Foreign 

Languages University (EFLU) and the 

Maulana Azad National Urdu 

University (MANUU). The HRD 

Ministry apprised the Group of 

Ministers (GoM) concerned with the 

division of the state and the Cabinet 

with the proposed “special education 

package” of Rs. 8,405 crore to be 

approved. The 12th Plan has not made 

any provisions regarding the 

ministry’s autonomy to fund and open 

Central Universities; hence the central 

assistance is being sought. 

 

The ministry is in contact with other 

ministries to explore options of 

important institutes in the region. A 

national law university, Delhi (NLUD) 

(overlooked by the Bar Council of 

India (BCI) and reserves 20 per cent 

seats for local residents) and a Indian 

Maritime University (IMU) 

(overlooked by the shipping ministry) 

are being worked on. 

 

In the first phase, a detailed breakup 

and allocation of the fund is 

mentioned for the education plan in 

the region. “The initial package is 

required for setting up an Indian 

Institute of Technology (IIT) in 

Seemandhra at a cost of Rs.1,850 

crore, a National Institute of 

Technology (NIT) (with a 50 per cent 

domicile quota) at a cost of Rs.1,500 

crore, an Indian Institute of 

Management (IIM) at Rs.900 crore, 

three Central Universities worth 

Rs.3,000 crore, an Indian Institute of 

Science Education and Research 

(IISER) at Rs.1,080 crore, and an 

Indian Institute of Information 

Technology (IIIT) in public-private 

mode at an investment of Rs.75 

crore,” according to an official 

document of the HRD Ministry. 

 

http://www.livemint.com/Politics/PgN

ENLHw4LShNTeIAOUJEN/HRD-

ministry-suggests-8400-cr-education-

package-for-Seeman.html 

Date Accessed: 13.11.2013 

(Mahima Malik) 

 

URBAN 

Ministries lock 

horns over metro 

rail projects 
(Srinand Jha, Hindustan Times, 

November 12, 2013) 

 

The future of metro rail projects 

across India is stalled due to a conflict 

that has arisen between the Ministry of 

Urban Development (MoUD) and the 

ministry of railways. 

 

While the Metro Railways 

Amendment Act, 2009, empowers the 

ministry of railways to take the final 

call for technical planning and safety 

issues with regard to metro projects. 

The MoUD is the nodal agency to 

execute these projects in the next 10 

years in all Indian cities with a 

population of more than two million 

that would see investments worth 

Rs.2,000 billion. 

 

The MoUD has decided to move a 

Cabinet note envisaging the setting up 

of Metro Railway Region (MRR) with 

a mandate to build lines anywhere and 

a proposal of tariff rates for goods 

trains. 

 

The railways had earlier rejected the 

proposals on the grounds that these 

would lead to a conflict of interests 

and would make the MoUD a business 

competitor. 

 

Extension plans, projects at various 

stages of execution and around a 

dozen proposed ones in a number of 

cities including Delhi, Kolkata, Jaipur, 

Tamil Nadu and others have been put 

to stall as a result of conflict between 

the two ministries. 

 

http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-

news/newdelhi/ministries-lock-horns-

over-metro-rail-projects/article1-

1150076.aspx 

Date Accessed: 12.11.2013 

(Pallavi Ghosh) 

 

TECHNOLOGY 
 

Internet base in 

India crosses 200 

million mark 
(Moulishree Shrivastva, Livemint, 

November 13, 2013) 

 

The number of Internet users in India 

crossed the 200 million mark, 

reaching 205 million in October, and 

is expected to reach 213 million by the 

end of this year, according to a report 

released by the Internet and Mobile 

Association Of India (IAMAI) and 

Indian Market Research Bureau 

(IMRB) International. The report said 

that rural India has shown a significant 

growth in the number of Claimed 

Internet Users (CIUs). 

 

“There has been a 57 per cent growth 

in the number of CIUs and a 32 per 

cent growth in the numbers for Active 

Internet Users (AIUs),” said the 

report. “An increase of 40 per cent in 

the number of Community Service 

Centres (CSC) has played a big part in 

bringing about this change.” “It is 

estimated that the number of AIUs in 

rural areas will grow by 20 per cent to 

49 million by December 2013 and by 
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 37 per cent to 56 million by June 

2014,” said the report. The report 

noted that in urban India, there were 

130 million CIUs in June, a figure that 

is expected to reach 141 million by 

December and 158 million by June 

2014. Urban AIUs currently stand at 

108 million and are poised to grow at 

11 per cent over the next six months to 

reach 136 million by June 2014. 

 

India remains the third largest Internet 

user-base in the world, behind China 

with 300 million and the US with 207 

million, said the report. Rajan 

Anandan, chairman, IAMAI, said, 

“The Internet in India took more than 

a decade to move from 10 million to 

100 million and only three years from 

100 to 200 million. From here on, we 

can hope to develop a robust Internet 

ecosystem with a multitude of local 

and global players and a thriving 

Internet economy. Internet is now, 

clearly, mainstream in India.” 

 

http://www.livemint.com/Consumer/9

pWsphmYL2YjdisfO7bGLM/Internet

-base-in-India-crosses-200-million-

mark.html 

Date Accessed: 13.11.2013 

(Karishma Mutreja) 

  

ENVIRONMENT 

Developing nations 

needs to focus on 

Changing Climate 

for better Economic 

Decision making 
 

(Ranjan K Panda, Infochange, 

November 2013) 

 

Even as Odisha and Andhra Pradesh 

continue to fight the aftermath of 

cyclonic storm Phailin, new research 

suggests that cyclones, floods, drought 

and other climate change-induced 

disasters will affect one-third of the 

world’s emerging economies, 

severely hampering them.  

 

The research reveals that 31% of 

global economic output will come 

from countries that are at ‘high’ or 

‘extreme’ risk of impact of climate 

change by 2025. Released by 

Maplecroft, the research indicates a 

50% increase in current levels of risk, 

more than double the risk level when 

the research process began in 2008. It 

explains that at least $44 trillion worth 

of combined output from the 67 

countries in study will be under 

increasing threat from the physical 

impact of frequent and extreme 

climate-related events such as severe 

storms, floods and drought.  

 

The report ranks countries on a CCVI 

(Climate Change Vulnerability) Index, 

as part of the sixth annual Climate 

Change and Environmental Risk 

Atlas, and shows that the economic 

impact of climate change will be most 

keenly felt by Bangladesh (first, and 

most at risk). India, ranked 20th, is in 

the ‘extreme risk’ category. Neighbour 

Pakistan is at 24, also in the ‘extreme 

risk’ category. China, a giant 

emerging economy, is 61st and 

classified as ‘high risk’. The CCVI 

gives an analysis of key risks to 

business in the areas of climate change 

vulnerability and adaptation; 

emissions and energy use; 

environmental regulation; and 

ecosystem services. It includes 26 

indices and interactive maps, which 

have been developed to identify, 

evaluate and compare climate change 

and environmental risks down to 22 

km² worldwide. It does so by 

evaluating three factors: exposure 

to extreme climate-related events, 

including sea level rise and future 

changes in temperature, 

precipitation and specific humidity; 

sensitivity of populations, in terms 

of health, education, agricultural 

dependence and available 

infrastructure; and the adaptive 

capacity of countries to combat the 

impacts of climate change, which 

encompasses R&D, economic 

factors, resource security and the 

effectiveness of government. 
 

The report warns that the number and 

severity of cyclones and floods along 

the coast will increase. This means 

more deaths both of human beings and 

animals, greater destruction of forests, 

increased ingress of the sea, 

devastation of farms and the increased 

misery of farmers. The impact of 

climate change will affect people and 

the environment far more than 

business.   

 

The solution therefore must take the 

form of improving adaptation 

capacities and building community 

resilience. We should stop tampering 

with the coastal ecology, and protect 

the sea with natural embankments. 

People’s traditional coping methods 

should be integrated in disaster 

management planning. They should be 

offered government support through 

technology, resources and other means 

to learn to live with disasters, not 

control them.  

 

http://www.infochangeindia.org/envir

onment/books-a-reports/putting-

people-before-economies.html 

(Neha Singh)  

 

World Bank 

releases new report 

on climate change, 

global warming 
(Swati Mathur, Times Of India, 

November 9, 2013) 

 

In its new report-On Thin Ice: How 

Cutting Pollution can Slow Warming 

and Save Lives, the World Bank 

Report warns everyone against global 

warming adding that reductions in 

short-lived climate pollutants can 

potentially check the melting snow in 

the mountainous regions including the 

Himalayas. 

 

Checking emissions like black carbon 

and methane can avoid one million 

premature deaths annually in the 

Himalayan region. It can also catapult 

crop yields for staples such as rice and 

wheat by over 15 million tons 

annually. Such actions would also 

provide important health, agriculture 

and other development benefits.  

 

The report also warns that current 

warming in the cryosphere could 

result in sea level rise, increased water 
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 stress and more extreme weather. The 

Himalayan mountain ranges extending 

2,400 km through six nations (India, 

Pakistan, Afghanistan, China, Bhutan, 

and Nepal) make up the largest 

cryosphere region, thereby, making it 

a major determinant on the changing 

climate. 

 

According to the report, if cleaner 

stoves and fuel are used one million 

lives could be saved. 

 

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/ho

me/environment/global-

warming/World-Bank-releases-new-

report-on-climate-change-global-

warming/articleshow/25488231.cms 

Date Accessed: 12.11.2013 

(Pallavi Ghosh) 

 

Developing world’s  

‘No’ to market-

based mechanism 
(Nitin Sethi, The Hindu, November 

11, 2013) 

 

Developing nations, including India, 

have strongly opposed the proposition 

of a “new carbon market 

mechanism.” Many developing 

nations are of the view that the nod to 

the proposed mechanism, with no 

concrete information of emission 

reduction targets by the developed 

nations is unjustified and “not 

acceptable.” 

 

The Warsaw talks had ended with a 

proposal which seeks to form a 

‘market’ at global level to achieve 

targets of carbon emissions by nations. 

The proposal is backed by Poland and 

EU nations. However, many 

developing nations, of which India 

and China are the key members, have 

opposed it. 

 

The reasons for the opposition by 

developing nations are many. Firstly, 

developing nations are not giving a 

nod to the proposal before the 

developed nations make the targets 

clear. Additionally, the proposal is 

also considered to give unfair 

advantage to the developed nations. 

Through “carbon markets,” 

developed nations pay for the efforts 

taken by other nations. Eventually, the 

market mechanism lets the developed 

nations take credits for the efforts 

by other countries to meet their 

targets. 

 

India has also opposed the 

involvement of “business” in such 

global climate talks. It has taken the 

stand that the developed nations must 

put in place their commitments and 

show their seriousness for emission 

targets. The “non-negotiable lines 

drawn by the Union Cabinet” also bars 

India to allow carbon trade “before the 

developed countries have taken strong 

emission reduction targets.”  

 

Other nations, like Poland, criticised 

the environmental lobby in Europe 

and opening the UN climate talks to 

greater influence from the industrial 

lobbies.  

 

http://www.thehindu.com/sci-

tech/energy-and-

environment/developing-worlds-firm-

no-to-marketbased-

mechanism/article5339877.ece 

Date Accessed: 13.11.2013 

(Mahima Malik) 

 

Involve domain 

experts to study 

impact of hydro 

power projects 
(Business Standard, November 11, 

2013) 
 

Association of Power Producers 

(APP) has written to Prime Minister 

Manmohan Singh and Environment 

and Forests Minister Jayanthi 

Natarajan asking to re-constitute a 

panel to include appropriate domain 

experts to conduct a balanced and 

unbiased study to assess social, 

ecological and economical impact of 

the hydro- power projects in 

Uttarakhand. According to the 

association, past experiences have 

shown that committees headed by 

individuals with a pre-conceived 

stated position usually deliver 

predictable reports, leading to loss of 

credibility. 

  

Suggestions for the committee: 

● Chaired and co-chaired by neutral 

experts, preferably from the 

Central government, so that terms 

of reference are properly taken 

care of 

● Have representatives from the 

Indian National Hydropower 

Association (INHA) 

● Examine the impact of the 24 

hydropower projects on the 

biodiversity of Alaknanda and 

Bhaghirathi river basins. 

  

The move comes against the backdrop 

of the Supreme Court passing a 

judgment on August 13 in the 

Alaknanda Hydro Power versus Anuj 

Joshi and other cases. The SC had said 

a detailed study needs to be conducted 

to understand whether existing as well 

as under-construction hydroelectric 

power have contributed to 

environmental degradation and to 

what extent. 

 

http://www.business-

standard.com/article/economy-

policy/involve-domain-experts-to-

study-impact-of-hydro-power-

projects-113111000415_1.html 

Date Accessed: 11.11.2013 

(Divashri Mathur) 

 

LAW AND 

JUSTICE 

Registration of FIR 

in cognizable 

offence is 

mandatory: SC 
(PTI, November 12, 2013) 

 

The Supreme Court has held that 

registration of First Information 

Report (FIR) in cognizable offence is 

a must and action must be taken 

against police officials for not lodging 

a case in such offences. Cognizable 

offences are those offences whereby 

the police can make an arrest without 

a warrant. 
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SECTION 2: GOVERNANCE AND DEVELOPMENT 

 A five-judge Constitution Bench 

headed by Chief Justice P Sathasivam 

held, “We hold registration of FIR is 

mandatory and no preliminary enquiry 

is permissible in cognizable offences.” 

The bench, also comprising justices B 

S Chauhan, Ranjan P Desai, Ranjan 

Gogoi and S A Bobde, said action 

must be taken against erring police 

officials for not registering FIR in 

cognizable offences. 

 

http://www.thehindu.com/news/nation

al/registration-of-fir-in-cognizable-

offence-must-sc/article5342930.ece 

Date Accessed: 12.11.2013 

(Deepti Somani) 

 

Govt for video 

recording of court 

proceedings 
(PTI, November 11, 2013) 

 

With a view to enhancing 

transparency in functioning of the 

judiciary, the government is pushing 

for video recording of court 

proceedings as part of reforms in the 

legal system. 

  

The issue was discussed recently at a 

meeting of an advisory committee of 

the ministry and it unanimously made 

the recommendation in this regard. 

 

Explaining the reason behind the 

move, Law Minister Kapil Sibal said 

the processes of the law must be "as 

transparent" like the processes of the 

government. The plan is to begin with 

video recording of the proceedings of 

the trial court. Referring to the use of 

modern technology and IT in judiciary 

and legal system, he stated the need to 

put in place a "comprehensive 

technical plan" for the future and 

technology would not remain limited 

to video graphing court proceedings 

but would be integrated with the jails 

and the investigating process. 

 

http://www.indianexpress.com/news/l

egal-reforms-government-for-video-

recording-of-court-

proceedings/1193581/0 

Date Accessed: 12.11.2013 

(Deepti Somani) 

Tough rules on paid 

news proposed in 

draft Press Bill 
(Venkatesh Upadhyay, LiveMint, 

November 11, 2013) 

 

The government has introduced a draft 

law that allows for the suspension of 

publications that pass off 

advertisements or paid-for content as 

news or analysis. 

 

The draft Press and Registration of 

Books (PRB) and Publications Bill 

defines paid news as “any news or 

analysis in the publication for a price 

in cash or kind as consideration and 

covers digital content as well.” 

 

Paid news triggered a controversy 

after the previous general election in 

2009, with media reports claiming 

several politicians paid publications to 

put out positive reports on them ahead 

of the polls. The Press Council of 

India (PCI), in a report in 2010, 

identified instances where newspapers 

had indulged in publishing paid-for 

reports that masqueraded as news or 

analysis. A parliamentary standing 

committee on information technology 

in a report submitted, suggested a law 

to prevent the problem of paid news. 

 

The Election Commission too has 

taken a stern view of paid news and in 

August 2012 moved to set up a media 

certification and monitoring 

committee that would be active in 

every election district and monitor for 

instances of paid news. These 

committees are currently active in 

poll-bound Rajasthan, Chhattisgarh, 

Madhya Pradesh, Delhi and Mizoram. 

 

Although, industry experts have 

welcomed the move, they have 

cautioned that there needs to be a lot 

more clarity and debate on the 

mechanics of detection and 

enforcement before adopting a 

legislative or regulatory solution. 

Conditions in the draft law under 

which publications can be suspended 

have been criticised as “very sweeping 

and liable for misuse”. 

 

http://www.livemint.com/Politics/xL4

1AoS7VB2cRBXLsljfeM/Tough-

rules-on-paid-news-proposed-in-draft-

Press-Bill.html 

Date Accessed: 12.11.2013 

(Deepti Somani) 
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SECTION 3: SOCIETY 

 
CASTEISM 

 

Centre likely to 

move for 

amendment in 

SC/ST Act 
(Moushumi Das Gupta, 

Hindustan Times, November 12, 

2013) 

  
The Social Justice and Empowerment 

ministry is likely to move the cabinet 

shortly to get the proposed 

amendments to the Scheduled Castes 

and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of 

Atrocities) Act, 1989 approved. This 

is the first time the Act is being 

amended. 

 

While strengthening existing 

provisions the proposed changes also 

include offences that were previously 

absent. As per the law, preventing 

SC/STs from filing nomination for 

polls or forcing them to withdraw 

nomination would be a punishable 

offence with up to five years in jail. 

Under the existing law only denial of 

voting rights of SC/ST was considered 

an offence. 

 

A senior ministry official said that the 

act was poorly implemented. The 

Sonia Gandhi chaired National 

Advisory Council (NAC) had given a 

host of recommendations to strengthen 

the Act. A majority of NAC’s 

suggestions have been accepted. 

 

The author notes that, one such crucial 

change that has been accepted 

proposes that mere knowledge of a 

victim’s SC/ST identity can be enough 

to prove the perpetrator’s guilt. 

Currently, failure to prove SC/ST 

identity was the reason for committing 

the offence has often aided the 

perpetrators acquittal by the court. 

 

http://www.hindustantimes.com/india-

news/centre-to-give-more-teeth-to-sc-

st-act/article1-1150047.aspx 

Date Accessed: 12.11.2013 

(Ashwin Varghese) 

REGIONALISM 
 

Bandh culture stalls 

development: Gogoi 
(Daulat Rahman, The Telegraph, 

November 9, 2013) 

 

Responding to the criticism on the 

current stagnation in utilisation of 

development funds, the Assam chief 

minister Tarun Gogoi has said that the 

bandh culture is a great deterrent to 

development as frequent strike called 

by different organisations adversely 

affected the timely utilisation of 

development funds in the state. 

 

Different groups and organisations 

have been giving bandh calls since 

then, demanding separate states carved 

out of Assam. 

 

The government is said to have been 

exploring various legal options to take 

stern action against frequent strikes. A 

committee constituting various field 

experts is supposed to be formed to 

suggest ways to crack down on bandh 

organisers, a source said. Moreover, 

the administration has been asked to 

take effective steps to realise the 

damages incurred on account of 

strikes. 

 

Out of the total allocation of Rs.9000 

crore from the Centre to the state, 

Assam could spend only around Rs. 

6,300 during 2011-12. Even in the 

previous year, the state could not 

spend 30 per cent of the Central 

allocation. 

 

The authorities further claim that 

National Thermal Power Corporation 

(NTPC’s) Rs 4,720 crore Bongaigaon 

thermal power project has also been 

delayed by two years due to the 

rampant bandh culture. 

 

http://www.telegraphindia.com/11311

10/jsp/frontpage/story_17549976.jsp#.

Un_BoflQHiI 

Date Accessed: 10.11.2013 

(Pallavi Ghosh) 

 

Odisha gears up to 

plant 12 crore trees 

post Phailin 

destruction 
(Times Of India, November 9, 2013) 

 

Odisha government on Saturday, 

November 16 set a target of planting 

more than 12 crore trees during 2014-

15 after losing above 26 lakh trees 

after the cyclone hit. 

 

According to official sources, 6.5 

crore trees would be planted through 

different state and central schemes. In 

addition to this, a sum of Rs.5.5 crore 

would be distributed to farmers for 

plantation in their own land. 

 

16 mega nurseries are proposed to be 

set up in different parts of the state-

one permanent nursery in each block. 

Forest and environment departments 

and revenue and disaster management 

departments have been asked to 

complete identification of land for 

block plantation by March. 

 

Avenue plantation would scale up 

during 2014-15 along the side of 

PMGSY roads, canal embankments 

and railway lines, the sources said 

adding it has been decided to take up 

massive plantation in village forest 

lands, bald hills and school premises. 

 

http://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/ho

me/environment/flora-fauna/Odisha-

govts-drive-to-plant-12-crore-

trees/articleshow/25517360.cms 

Date Accessed: 10.11.2013 

(Pallavi Ghosh) 

 

Punjab tops states 

in prosperity, 

Kerala on equity 
(Surojit Gupta and Siddhartha, The 

Economic Times, November 11, 

2013) 

  

A new study that ranks states based on 

pattern of ownership of consumer 

durables states that Maharashtra has 

the highest per capita income, but 
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SECTION 3: SOCIETY 

 when it comes to prosperity, Punjab 

tops the chart while Madhya Pradesh 

is at the very bottom. In terms of 

equity, Kerala pips Punjab to the top 

slot, while Andhra Pradesh has the 

highest levels of disparity. 

  

The report by research and ratings 

from Crisil is yet to be released and 

will be exclusively available with TOI, 

the authors note that the report comes 

at a time when there is “intense debate 

about the development model of states 

and a race among them to spread 

prosperity to the masses.” 

  

The indices were developed using 

census data on the ownership pattern 

of consumer durables such as 

television, mobile phone, bicycle, 

computer/laptop and automobile. 

  

Punjab has the highest proportion of 

households with all durables, 

including a computer (10 in every 

100) and the lowest proportion of 

households with no durable asset, not 

even a mobile or a bicycle (just over 

four per cent). The agency attributed 

this to the success of agriculture in the 

state, along with high minimum 

support price and public procurement 

of grains. 

  

Then comes Kerala where high level 

of remittance and a healthy farm and 

tourism sectors, has resulted in 

“prosperity”, followed by Haryana, 

Karnataka, Tamil Nadu and Gujarat, 

showing that high growth rates have 

resulted in prosperity in terms of 

ownership of cars and two-wheelers, 

mobile phones and computers. 

  

Gujarat figured in the top bracket of 

three states with high prosperity and 

high equality among the high-growth 

states (Kerala and Punjab being the 

others). While Kerala and Punjab also 

have the least disparity...Chhattisgarh, 

Bihar and Jharkhand, which have low 

levels of prosperity, rank high as most 

households, equally, do not own 

assets. 

  

The report notes that “Madhya 

Pradesh is the least prosperous state. 

Moreover, there is large disparity in 

living standards among households in 

Bhopal, as well as between Bhopal 

and the rest of the state” 

  

Despite Maharashtra having the 

highest per capita income, penetration 

of household ownership of durable 

assets is lower than the other six 

states. Furthermore, there is significant 

disparity in living standards within 

Maharashtra, Andhra Pradesh and 

Karnataka. Growth in these states has 

been driven by financial or IT and IT-

enabled services that have selectively 

benefited the skilled workforce in the 

capital city, resulting in high disparity 

in living standards. 

  

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/n

ews/economy/indicators/punjab-tops-

states-in-prosperity-kerala-on-

equity/articleshow/25570501.cms 

Date Accessed: 12.11.2013 

(Ashwin Varghese) 

 

Punjab to prepare 

plan to tackle water 

logging in Malwa 

Region 
(The Pioneer, November 7, 2013) 

 

The Punjab Government has prepared 

a comprehensive plan which seeks to 

permanently overcome the “crisis of 

water logging” in the Malwa region 

(South Punjab) to protect the interests 

of farmers. 

  

The State government has submitted a 

detailed report to the Planning 

Commission “seeking Rs 3,327-crore 

package for providing relief” in order 

to come up with a concrete plan to 

combat the problem of logged water. 

It has also urged the Centre to provide 

central assistance and relief package 

for the issue. 

 

Punjab Deputy Chief Minister, 

Sukhbir Singh Badal, mentioned that 

“Rs 10,000 crore has already been 

sanctioned to provide 100 per cent 

sewerage and drinking water facilities 

in all 12,278 villages across the State.” 

The initial phase plans to cover 

Fazilka district. “20 villages have been 

selected for provision of sewerage and 

drinking water facilities at a cost of Rs 

30 crore, which would be extended to 

50 villages next year.” 

 

http://www.dailypioneer.com/state-

editions/chandigarh/punjab-to-

prepare-plan-to-tackle-waterlogging-

in-malwa-region.html 

Date Accessed: 10.11.2013 

(Mahima Malik) 

 

SOCIAL 

EXCLUSION 
 

Centre plans fresh 

headcount of Jats 

for job quota 
(Smriti Kak Ramachandran, The 

Hindu, November 12, 2013) 

 
The Centre plans to undertake a fresh 

survey to identify Jats in six States, 

taking into account variants in their 

surnames, for taking a call on 

including the community in the list of 

Other Backward Classes (OBC) and 

bringing them within the ambit of 

reservation for Central jobs. 

 

As a prelude to the Socio Economic 

Caste Census (SECC), the fresh 

headcount is aimed at identifying the 

community’s numbers in each village 

and municipality in Haryana, 

Himachal Pradesh, Gujarat, Uttar 

Pradesh, Rajasthan and Madhya 

Pradesh. Simultaneously, the Indian 

Council for Social Science Research 

(ICSSR) will, on the National 

Commission for Backward Classes’s  
(NCBC’s) directions, conduct a study 

on the socio-economic status of Jats in 

these States. 

 

A senior official in the Social Justice 

and Empowerment Ministry said that 

during “consultations over the issue of 

reservation for the community, it was 

pointed out that, owing to the different 

spellings of common Jat surnames and 

[the use] of ‘gotras’, […] there is 

ambiguity on the numbers. It has now 

been decided that a pre-SECC survey 

will be carried out in six Jat-
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 dominated States” thereby creating a 

need for a fresh survey. 

 

Rajasthan Jat Mahasabha president 

Raja Ram Meel, on this move, said, 

“We are happy that the decision would 

benefit the Jats of Bharatpur and 

Dholpur districts in Rajasthan, who 

are deprived of the benefit as of now. 

Jats in Uttar Pradesh, Delhi, Haryana 

and Madhya Pradesh, who deserve the 

quota in jobs and education, will get 

immense benefits.”  On the other hand 

there has been opposition from the 

NCBCs— in the absence of any 

official survey on the community’s 

backward status – the panel deems 

that Jats are members of a relatively 

well-off community and do not 

deserve inclusion in the job quota. 

 

http://www.thehindu.com/news/nation

al/centre-plans-fresh-headcount-of-

jats-for-job-quota/article5340489.ece 

Date Accessed: 12.11.2013 

(Ashwin Varghese) 
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INDIA IN THE 

WORLD 
 

India and Kuwait 

ink five pacts 
  (The Day After, November 09, 2013) 

 

India and Kuwait have decided to 

deepen their engagement in diverse 

sectors like energy security, 

petrochemicals, and infrastructure 

development and Information 

Technology (IT) even as the two 

nations condemned terrorism in all 

“shapes and forms". A joint statement 

said “the two Prime Ministers 

condemned terrorism in all shapes and 

forms and affirmed that it threatened 

all societies and was not linked to any 

race, colour or belief.” “The two 

Prime Ministers agreed to build a 

forward-looking relationship by 

further broadening and deepening the 

bilateral engagement and by better 

leveraging the existing 

complementarities between the two 

countries in key areas of mutual 

interest.” 
  
The two countries have discussed 

several regional and international 

issues, including the security situation 

in West and South Asia and agreed to 

hold regular exchange of views on 

various regional and international 

issues. 
 

On security cooperation, the joint 

statement said “the need for enhancing 

cooperation in this important sector 

was stressed and it was agreed that the 

security dialogue will take place 

annually between the two countries.” 

 

The two sides discussed their 

respective expansion plans in the oil 

sector also. In trade, too, both sides 

decided to expand cooperation. 

“Taking note of the excellent bilateral 

trade relations, with the two countries 

being among the top trading partners 

for each other, the two sides agreed 

upon the need to further strengthen 

these ties, particularly through 

diversifying the non-oil trade basket” 

said the joint statement. 
 

http://www.dayafterindia.com/detail.p

hp?headline=content&catid=5689 

Date Accessed: 11.11.2013  

(Anjana John) 
 

SOUTH ASIA 
 

India, China 

Armies begin 10-

day anti-terror 

exercise 
(The Echo of India, November 05, 

2013) 
 

Ending a five-year hiatus, India and 

China have begun a joint anti-

terrorism military exercise, after the 

two countries inked a comprehensive 

pact to avert recurring border stand-

offs. The 10-day exercise, code-named 

"Hand-in-Hand 2013," is being held in 

Southwest China's Sichuan Province 

and both sides have deployed about 

150 soldiers each. “Since the 

beginning of this year China-India 

relations have scored new progress. 

Bilateral cooperation in the field of 

military has achieved in-depth 

development. Relevant military drill 

shows the enhanced political mutual 

trust between our two 

countries.”China and India conducted 

their first annual anti-terror joint 

exercises in Southwest China's 

Yunnan Province in 2007 followed by 

another round in 2008 in Karnataka. 

The next round was called off by India 

following the denial of visa by China 

to a top Indian General heading troops 

in Jammu and Kashmir (J&K) on the 

grounds that the region formed part of 

disputed territory. 
 

The two sides resumed contacts after 

China rescinded its decision and began 

issuing regular visas to residents of 

J&K, a move that facilitated a broad 

engagement between the two giant 

neighbours. 
 

http://www.echoofindia.com/beijing-

india-china-armies-begin-10-day-anti-

terror-exercise-41394 

Date Accessed: 11.11.2013 

(Anjana John) 
 

Bangladesh: Stop 

persecuting human 

rights group leaders 
(Human Rights Watch, November 6, 

2013) 

 

The article argues that the Bangladeshi 

authorities should immediately stop 

legal proceedings against two 

prominent activists associated with 

Odhikar, a leading human rights group 

in the nation. Nasiruddin Elan, the 

group’s director, and Adilur Rahman, 

the group’s secretary, face charges for 

falsely reporting human rights abuses 

by the government security forces. 

 

The article further insists for an 

investigation on the charges leveled on 

the security forces. 

The human rights abuses allegedly 

took place during mass 

demonstrations by the Islamist 

Hefazat-e-Islami movement in Dhaka 

earlier this year. Police also raided the 

Odhikar offices and confiscated 

computers and other materials. The 

case is being heard before the 

cybercrimes tribunal, which was 

especially constituted under the 

Information and Communication 

Technology (ICT) Act to hear this 

case. 

 

The amendments to the ICT Act were 

passed by parliament in September- 

way after the initial charges were 

brought against the activists. 

According to international law, 

retrospective application of new 

criminal laws and procedures is 

prohibited. 

 

http://www.hrw.org/news/2013/11/06/

bangladesh-stop-persecuting-rights-

group-leaders 

Date Accessed: 10.11.2013 

(Pallavi Ghosh)  
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